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ABSTRACT

On modern e-commerce platforms like Amazon, the number
of products is fast growing, precise and efficient product clas-
sification becomes a key lever to great customer shopping ex-
perience. To tackle the large-scale product classification prob-
lem, a major challenge is how to leverage multimodal prod-
uct information (e.g., image, text). One of the most success-
ful directions is the attention-based deep multimodal learning,
where there are mainly two types of frameworks: 1) keyless
attention, which learns the importance of features within each
modal; and 2) key-based attention, which learns the impor-
tance of features using other modalities. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel Two-stream Hybrid Attention Network (HANet),
which leverages both key-based and keyless attention mech-
anisms to capture the key information across product image
and title modalities. We experimentally show that our HANet
achieves state-of-the-art performance on Amazon-scale prod-
uct classification problem.

Index Terms— multimodal classification, hybrid atten-
tion mechanism

1. INTRODUCTION

Product classification is a key functionality for the e-
commerce platform to categorize the products. Customers
rely on such information to efficiently search for products
based on key words (e.g., t-shirt, dress). The recommenda-
tion systems can also leverage the category information to
provide customers with reliable shopping experiences (e.g.,
recommend similar products from the same category, re-
turn relevant products from the target categories that match
customers’ searching queries).

Product classification has been normally addressed as a
text classification problem as most of the product informa-
tion is represented as textual features such as product titles
[1]. However, since images are also available for most prod-
ucts, it is natural to include both text and image information
to complement each other, which forms the problem into a
multimodal classification problem.

In the deep learning area, there has been extensive re-
search in the multimodal learning domain. Popular applica-
tions include but not limit to spatial and temporal multimodal
fusion in video classification [2], and image caption gener-
ation [3]. In these researches, attention mechanism [4, 5]

has been applied as a key lever to distill salient components
among input features. Based on the ways of feature selec-
tion, attention mechanism can be categorized into two major
directions [6]: key-based attention which uses keys to search
prominent features, and keyless attention where the attention
scores are generated without keys.

Keyless attention mechanism can only capture the intra
modal salient information, while key-based attention can only
capture the inter modal complementary information. To in-
corporate both information, we propose a novel end-to-end
two-stream Hybrid Attention Network (two-stream HANet),
which leverages both keyless and key-based attention to fuse
the features from product images and text. More specifically,
keyless attention focuses on extracting information of each
stream (i.e. image/text stream), while key-based attention fo-
cuses on the correlation between two streams.

2. RELATED WORKS

2.1. Deep multimodal learning

The focus of deep multimodal learning is to project the
feature vectors from different modalities into the same fea-
ture space. There are three major types of frameworks [6]:
(1) Joint representation, which aims to project unimodal rep-
resentations into a shared semantic subspace. The projected
representations can then be fused and leveraged for tasks such
as classification. Typical applications include video classifi-
cation [2, 7], speech recognition [25], and visual question an-
swering [8], etc. (2) Coordinated representation, which learns
separated but constrained representations for each modality in
a coordinated subspace. Typical applications include cross-
modal retrieval [9], cross-modal embedding [10], etc. (3)
Encoder-decoder models, which learns an intermediate rep-
resentation to map one modality into another. Typical appli-
cations include image captioning [3], text to image synthe-
sis [11], etc. In this paper, we focus on joint representation,
which matches with our product classification application.

Typical methods of fusing unimodal representations in-
clude direct concatenation, linear combination and outer pro-
duction across unimodal representations [12]. [8] utilized
Multimodal Compact Bilinear pooling to avoid the compu-
tation cost of outer product. [13] added regularization to en-
courage the statistic distribution of the activations in the inter-
mediate layers across modalities to be consistent. Instead of



fusing the unimodal representation and building neural nets
on top of it for the classification task, [25] leveraged an addi-
tional policy network to choose between the unimodal classi-
fication outputs. Existing methods either do not train the end-
to-end network by considering the unimodal representations
as fixed, or do not consider the feature importance within uni-
modal representations. In this work, we apply attention mech-
anism to help the network focus on salient unimodal informa-
tion and train the network in an end-to-end fashion.

2.2. Attention mechanism

There are multiple mechanisms which can be integrated
into the deep multimodal learning framework to strengthen its
performance, including generative adversarial network [14]
and attention mechanism [15]. In this work, we focus on the
attention mechanism. In recent years, many advancements on
deep multimodal learning with attention mechanism have val-
idated the feasibility and superiority of both key-based atten-
tion [16, 17] and keyless attention [18, 19]. For applications
with spatial and temporal information, such as video classi-
fication and image captioning, a state-of-the-art structure –
attention mechanism [4, 5] has been applied to distill salient
components or regions among input features. Based on the
ways of selecting features, attention mechanism can be cat-
egorized into two directions [6]: key-based attention which
uses keys to search prominent features, and keyless attention
where the attention scores are generated without keys. In two-
stream HANet, we leverage the advantages of both key-based
and keyless attention to exploit multimodal information.

3. METHODS

3.1. Overview

Fig.1 shows the structure of the two-stream HANet, which
consists of three parts: 1) image model (e.g. EfficientNet
[20]); 2) text model (e.g. BERT [21]); 3) two-stream fusion
network with hybrid attention mechanism that combines both
keyless and key-based attention.

As shown in Fig.1, we first leverage the state-of-the art
BERT [21] for the text embedding generation, and Efficient-
Net [20] for the image embedding generation to get high-
quality inputs. Second, we build the two-stream fusion net-
work with hybrid attention, which integrates the keyless atten-
tion to capture intra modal salient information, and key-based
attention to capture the inter modal complementary informa-
tion. Finally, we connect the two stream HANet to the cat-
egorization task to optimize for product category prediction.

3.2. Hybrid attention

3.2.1. Keyless Attention

Fig. 2 (a) shows the structure of keyless attention mech-
anism of HANet. Keyless attention [18] directly generates

Fig. 1: The structure of two-stream HANet.

Fig. 2: (a) The structure of keyless attention mechanism of
HANet for unimodal feature. (b) The structure of key-based
attention mechanism of HANet for text stream.

attention scores without any key involved. To extract intra-
information of each stream, we apply keyless attention on text
and image embeddings separately:

wft = st;l · vt
wfi = si;l · vi,

(1)

where wft, wfi are weighted text feature and weighted image
feature. vt and vi are values of text and image, which are
computed as:

vt = Wtft + bt

vi = Wifi + bi,
(2)

where ft and fi are the features of text and image respectively.
Wt, Wi, bt and bi are learnable parameters. st;l and si;l are
the keyless attention scores which are computed by:

[st;l, si;l] = softmax([rst;l, rsi;l]). (3)

where rst;l and rsi;l are raw scores which are also linear
transformations of vt and vi respectively. By applying the
keyless attention, two-stream HANet is able to decide which
stream is more prominent for final prediction based on the
keyless attention scores. However, when generating atten-
tion scores, keyless attention will only focus on the feature
within each single modality. Namely, keyless attention can
only extract the intra-information of each stream and ignore
the inter-information between text and image streams.



3.2.2. Key-based Attention

Key-based attention, which uses keys to generate attention
scores and extract inter-information between two streams. In-
spired by the work of [15], we employed the Dot-Product at-
tention mechanism for our two-stream HANet as the inter-
information extractor. Fig. 2 (b) shows the structure of key-
based attention mechanism of two-stream HANet. Similarly,
attention scores are directly applied on the values of each
stream:

wft = st;b · vt
wfi = si;b · vi,

(4)

where wft, wfi are weighted text feature and weighted image
feature. vt and vi are values of text and image in equation (2).
st;b and si;b are key-based attention scores of text and image
stream, can be computed by the following:

[st;b, si;b] = softmax([kTt qi, k
T
i qt]), (5)

where kt and qt are key and query of text features, while ki
and qi are key and query of image features. All keys and
queries are linear transformations of their corresponding fea-
tures. Different from keyless attention, the scores of key-
based attention are generated by evaluating the correlation be-
tween text and image features.

3.2.3. Two-Stream Hybrid Attention

Since keyless attention and key-based attention focus on
intra- and inter-information of different modalities respec-
tively, to fully exploit the advantages of multimodalities, we
propose hybrid attention mechanism which consists of both
keyless and key-based attention. The hybrid attention was
implemented by embedding the keyless attention into the
Dot-Product key-based attention. Fig. 3 shows the structure
of hybrid attention mechanism of two-stream HANet. The
weighted features were also generated by applying attention
scores on the values of each stream:

Fig. 3: The structure of hybrid attention mechanism of
HANet for text stream.

wft = st · vt
wfi = si · vi,

(6)

where st and si are the hybrid attention scores for text and
image stream. For generating these scores, we used a one-
hidden-layer network to fuse both keyless and key-based at-
tention scores. Namely,

st = D([st;l, st;b])
si = D([si;i, si;b]),

(7)

where D is a N -hidden-layer fully connected network, (N=1
in our experiments)

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Dataset

The dataset we used contains 1.5 million products with
5.6K classes selected from Amazon catalog system. The 5.6K
classes describe a product’s classification in a very granular
level, such as men’s casual t-shirt. In the previous multimodal
classification studies, [1, 22, 23, 24, 25] used the data set with
size ranges from 10K-1M and number of labels from 17-3K.
In contrast, our problem is more challenging considering its
larger data size and number of classes. We divide the data into
training/validation datasets with 1.2 million products and 0.3
million products, respectively.

4.2. Experiment details

To train a baseline text model before the multimodal joint
learning, we used BERT-base model which contains 12 layers
(transformer blocks), 12 self-attention heads with the hidden
size of 768 to extract text features. The total number of pa-
rameters is 110M. The BERT-base model was pre-trained on
the BooksCorpus [26] and English Wikipedia which contains
800M and 2,500M words respectively. During the training
process of transfer learning, the learning rate and batch size
were set to be 2 × 10−5 and 32 respectively. We employed
AdamW [27, 28] optimizer with weight decay of 0.01. Af-
ter training for 10 epochs, we got a validation accuracy of
83.53%.

For pre-training image model, we used EfficientNet-b0 as
the image feature extractor. During the training process, the
learning rate was set to be 0.1 at the beginning and was de-
creased by 0.1 for every 30 epochs. We employed Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) [29] optimizer with weight decay of
1×10−4. After training for 90 epochs with batch size of 512,
the validation accuracy reached 66.73%.

For our two-stream HANet training, the learning rate was
set to be 2× 10−5 and a linear warm-up schedule with warm-
up proportion of 0.1 was applied. The optimizer and batch
size were also AdamW and 32 as pre-training text model. All
the results are reported on validation dataset after training 10
epochs on training dataset.

4.3. Error Analysis

In Table 1, we did error analysis on the validation data
with baseline text and text models. We observed that the text



On Validation Data For Baseline Model Percentage
Text model is correct image model is wrong 20.49%
Text model is wrong image model is correct 3.68%
Both model are correct 63.05%
Both model are wrong 12.78%

Table 1: Top-1 prediction error analysis for unimodal models.

Model Name Validation Acc.
Attention-free network 83.80%
Two-stream keyless attention network 84.55%
Two-stream HANet 84.82%

Table 2: Performance comparison among different attention
mechanisms.

(BERT) model performs much better than image (Efficient-
Net) model. We want to point out this is not because we did
not train the image model well. Instead, this is natural in e-
commerce domain, where most of the time, the product title
is able to accurately describe the item itself. Unlike text, it is
hard for image models to distinguish classes with subtle dif-
ference such as sport shirt vs casual shirt. However, image
model could still make 3.68% potential contribution to im-
prove the baseline text model, which could be considered as
the improvement upper bound for all the fusion models.

4.4. Ablation study

To validate the superiority of two-stream hybrid attention
mechanism, in Table 2, we compared the performances of
two-stream HANet, two-stream keyless attention network and
attention-free network which naively concatenates text and
image features.

As we can observe from Table 2 2nd row, the attention-
free network has lower accuracy than networks with atten-
tion mechanism. Moreover, as show in Table 2 3rd row and
4th row, the performance of two-stream HANet is better than
two-stream keyless attention network, which means that two-
stream hybrid attention mechanism leverages the advantages
of both keyless and key-based attention. Intra- and inter-
information are complementarily combined for a better pre-
diction.

4.5. Comparison with other multimodal classification ap-
proaches

In Table 3, we compare two-stream HANet with differ-
ent structures of multimodal classification networks includ-
ing policy network decision-level fusion network and feature
level fusion network. We also list keyless attention only re-
sult here for reference. For policy network [25], it is a fully-
connected structure which is designed to learn the strategy
of choosing the right model between text and image mod-
els given the concatenations of top-k class probabilities of
each model. Decision-level fusion network is also a fully-

Model Name Validation Acc.
EfficientNet-b0 [20] 66.73%
BERT [21] 83.53%
Decision-level fusion network 83.60%
Policy network [25] 83.74%
Feature level fusion network 83.80%
Keyless attention only 84.55%
Two-stream HANet 84.82%

Table 3: Performance comparison among different multi-
modal classification approaches.

connected network which takes the concatenation of all class
probabilities of each model as input and directly gives the
classification prediction. Feature level fusion network sim-
ply concatenates text and image features, add classification
layers on top of it and trains the entire network end to end.

In Table 3, we observed that all multimodal networks
perform better than unimodal models. For multimodal net-
work comparison, we choose the decision level fusion result
(83.60%) as the baseline. Policy network shows a compara-
ble performance with decision level network, with (+0.14%)
improvement. Feature level fusion network is able to achieve
(+0.20%) improvement as the network has more generaliza-
tion capabilities with end to end model training. Keyless
attention model is able to achieve (+0.95%) improvement, as
it is able to capture additional intra modal salient informa-
tion compared to feature level fusion network. Two-stream
HANet beat all the benchmark models with (+1.22%) im-
provement due to its well designed structure.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a two-stream hybrid attention
network for multimodal large-scale product classification. By
leveraging advantages of both keyless and key-based attention
mechanisms, multimodal information and learning ability of
two-stream HANet are fully utilized which lead to an im-
provement in classification accuracies. Experiment results on
Amazon-scale dataset have validated the superiority of two-
stream HANet in multimodal classification.
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